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Kevin Dowd

The available evIdence suggests that the costs of Inflation are ve’y
large and the benefits are relatIvely small.’ A strong case therefore
exists that central banks should make theelimination of Inflation and
the subsequent maintenance ofprIce-level stabilIty their overriding
objective.t However, the maintenance ofprice stability Is not an easy
technical matter, and If a central bank were to commit Itself to price
stability, It must have a clear Idea ofhow It would Intend to achieve
that —. Thequestion therefore arises: WhatIs the technically most
efficient means to achieve prIce stability? Should the central bank
Implement a monetary target along conventional monetarist lines?
Should It go back to some versIon of the gold standard? Or Is there
some other rule It should adopt?

This paper consIders the main options facing a central bank and
assesses theirpros and cons.The most popularsolutIon amongmodem
economists Is for thecentral bank to target the money supply and be
left considerable discretion over how It should achieve that target.
For a variety of reasons, however, it Is an extremely difficult matter
in practIce to hit money supply targets wIth any reasonable degree
ofaccuracy, and even successful money supply targeting can still fail
to deliver the ultimate objective of a stable prIce level Ifvelocity is
unstable or the economy Is hIt by shocks or undergoes too much
transformation. The alternative favored byolder generations ofecono-
mistswas agold standard. The gold standard is mucheasiertooperate,
but the price level under the gold standard is vulnerable to whatever
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factors Influence the supply and demand for gold, and it is therefore
unlikely that the gold standard would deliver the degree of price
stabIlIty we would want.

The problem wIth thegold standard has long been recognized, and
a solution suggested long ago by Alfred Marshall, symmetallism, was
to replace gold wIth a basket ofprecious metals. The presumption
underlying the symmetallic standard was that the price level would
be more stable than It would be under the gold standard because
shocks to the individual relative prices of the Included commodItIes
would to some extent offset each other. Marshall had In mind a basket
consisting of gold and sIlver only, but the basic princIple can be
extended to a basket covering many different goods. If IndivIdual
relative price risks to some extent cancel out, then the larger the
basket, the morn stable we might expect Its relative price, and hence
the price level, to be. TakIng this principle to Its limit, our Ideal basket
would be a very broad one that covered virtually all the goods and
services traded In the economy.

But the larger the basket, the greater the handling, storage costs
and othercosts involvedwIth using It, and for many— and servIces
the costs are partIcularly high. The broad basket approach therefore
must be ruledout as Imposing unacceptablylarge storage andhandling
costs. There Is, however, a way round the handling and storage cost
problem: One could use a basket offixture commoditIes Instead ofa
basket of current (I.e., spot) ones. Because a commodity fixture Is
merely a promise to deliver a commodity (or Its cash equivalent),
commodIty fixtures do not Involve the storage and handling costs of
spot commodities. Yetbecause theprices ofspot and fixturecommodi-
tIes areclosely linked, we can go a long way toward stabilizIng a price
Index (i.e., theprice ofa spot basket) by adopting a symmetallic type
ofscheme based on a basket ofcommodity futures.My basic proposal
Is that thecentralbank shouldaim tostabilize theprice level by pegging
thepriceofan appropriatelychosen basket offixture commodities,and
the best way to do that would be to peg the price of a price-Index
futures contract. If the central bank wishes to stabIlIze prices, this
scheme offers It a simple and effective way to do so.

What Do We Mean by Price Stability?
Before discussing the central banks choice of rules, we must first

clarifr what we mean by price stability and distinguish It from other
related objectives. The term price stability has been used In the
literature to refer toat least three different objectives.The first objec-
tive, and arguably the one to which the term price stability Is least
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appropriate, Is a steady inflation rate (I.e., an Inflation rate that Is
roughly the same each year). The second Is a zero Inflation flUe, and
the third is a steady level ofprices. The first Is the least convincing.
Thebenefitsofa steady but positive Inflation rate are highlyquestion-
able,3 and there are serious drawbacks. There are — theoretical
reasons to believe that even a perfectly anticipated Inflation rate Is
damaging—IndivIduals have to change prices more frequently, and
changingprices Is costly; Inflation leads Individuals toovereconomize
on theirholdings ofrealbalances; and so on—and empirical estimates
suggest that the losses Involved are large (see, e.g., DrIffil et al.
1990; Dowd 1994b). Even leaving aside those losses, there Is also
considerable evIdence suggesting that higher rates of inflation are
associatedwith a higher Inflation variabilityor greater Inflation uncer-
tainty. That evIdence suggests that one may not be able In practice
to— an Inflation rate Independently ofthevariability oruncertainty
surrounding that rate, and that In turn suggests that the Ideal of a
steady but positive Inflation rate maybe a— that cannotbe realIzed
in practice. There Is also the problemthat the choice ofInflation rate
Is arbitrary and awkward to defend. If we pick an Inflation rate of5
percent, then why 5 percent and not 6 percent? If 6 percent, why
not 7 percent? Mid so on.

Ifwe reject the first objective, we still have to choose between the
othertwo. Zero Inflation and price stability are similar, but they differ
In one Important respect If the price level for some reason turned
out to rise this period, a price stability objective would require that
thepricelevel was subsequently brought down againto Its initial level,
but a zero inflation objective would “write off’ the rise In prices and
merely aim to~pprices rising any further Inthe fixture. While some
economists dislike the Ideaofcorrectingprice-level shocks, especially
if that means that prices have subsequently to be forced down, I

‘The most commonly cited benefit of apositive Inflation rate Is the“optimal Inflation tax”
argument due to Phelps (1913) that maintains that In anld where the government must
resort to dlstoztonwy tarn, Inflation should be positive because the Inflation tar should
be a component of that package. That argument has been hea~’llycriticized—see, e.&,
Dowd (1994l~)andthe literature cited there—but sinai Ifonessem prepared to accept It,
noone hi practice actual~’knows whatthe Implied optimalInflation rate actualb’ls. Mother
argument sometimes made Is that conventional price Indexes are subject to a “quality
change h4aC—th~tend to understate the Impact of quality changes—which means that
the reportedannual Inflation rate Is t,plcaHy Ito 2 percent greater than the truequality-
a4isted one. True price stability then requires not zeso Inflation but a positive Inflation
rate of 1 to 2 percent. However, theobvious ie* to this argument Is that government
statistical agencies should alter thewey— indexes arecostS andbuild sppmpdate
quality-change allowances Into them. But even Ifone accepts theargument at Sice value
and opts for a positive Inflation rate, the argument justifies onb’ avery low Inflation rate
anyway, and It clearly cannot be used to defend Inflation rates much beyond 2 percent.
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would nonetheless argue that price stability is the better objective.
An important reason we care about the prIce level (and therefore the
Inflation rate) is that we believe private Individuals need a stable and
predictable monetaryenvironment Inwhich to go about theirbusiness,
and a crItical feature of such an environment must be a predIctable
price level. Ifprices are subject to shocks ofvarious kinds, then of
course perfect predictability wifi be ImpossIble, but prices will be
more predictable under a stable prices objective than under a zero
inflation one. Under the former objective, an Individual can expect
that the central bankwill counteract any price-level shocks that occur,
and to the extent that such shocks are counteracted, an Individual
wanting top~ the long-term price level need not worry about
Interim shocks. Under a zero Inflation rule, however, any Inflation
shockwill be built Into theprice level wIth no tendency tobe counter-
acted, and the same indIvidual would have to worry equally about all
the interim shocks that occur between now and some future period.
The price level therefore will be less predIctable under the zero
inflation rule, and ft becomes relatively less predictable the further
Into the fixture IndivIduals try to make their predIctions (see Gavin
and Stockman 1991). Ifweareconcernedabout price-levelpredictabil-
ity, as I believe we must be, we should choose a stable price-level
objective over a zero Inflation one.4

Monetazy Targeting
Ifwe wIsh to stabilize prices, most modem economIsts would sug-

gest that the central bank target the rate of growth of the money
supply to growat the samerate as real money demand. If thedemand
for real balances grows at 2 percent a year, forInstance, the money
supply also should grow at 2 percent a year, Ifprices are to remain
approximately stable. The central bank would announce a target rate
ofgrowth (or growth range) for a particular monetary aggregate, and
then manipulate Interest rates or the monetary base to try to ensure
that the chosen monetary aggregate grows at the desired rate. Mone-
tary growth rules were adopted by many countries from the mid-

‘The argument In the text Is of course no means exhaustive, but my focus of Interest
In this paper Is with how to achieve aparticular nominal target~rather than wIth theprecise
choice of target as such. The text does~however, Ignore nominal Income targets, and one
particuLar such target, the prcductMtyna hasrecently received considerable attention
(see, e.g., SelgIn 1990, 19821 Teager 1992). Under the productivity norm, prices siould
move Inversely with changes In productivity, and Selgin has argued forcefully that the
pmductMty norm would ~erbr to price stability. Isbtngly dIsagree, but refer the
Interested reader to the references mentioned and to the exchange between Selgin and— hi the Jonnvd of MGCYOSCOaOn*S (Dowd 1995b. SeWn 1905).
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1970s onward, but their recordIs patchy, tosay theleast, and anumber
of countrIes moved away from them In the 1980s. In the United
States, the adoptIon of monetaiy targeting was followed by a fall In
Inflation In the mid-1970s, but Inflation subsequentlyrose agaIn during
the Carter AdmInistration. It fell again after 1979, only to rIse yet
again In the Reaganyears and then fall once more in the — 1990s
to its current level of around 3 percent. Canada adopted monetaly
targeting in 1975, but there was no significant Impact on Inflation
untilaround 1980, andthe Bank ofCanadagradually movedaway from
monetaty targets In the years afterward. Britain adopted monetaly
targeting In 1976, but the choice of the wrong monetaiy aggregate
played a large role In producing a veiy severe recession in the early
1980s, and monetaiy targets were subsequently deemphasized and
eventually abandoned.

There are good reasons why monetaiy targeting was not more
successful than It was, and they can be illustrated by means of Irving
Fisher’s equation of exchange In logarithmic form:

(1) M+V=P+y,

where Al, V. F, and y are respectively the logarithms of the money
supply, the velocity ofcIrculatIon ofmoney, the price level, and real
output If the central bank were to use a monetaly target to stabilize
prices, It would aIm to manIpulate M to bit a target for F. A number
ofproblems are then apparent To begIn wIth, the appitprlate defini-
tion ofthe money supply (i.e., the choice of empirical counteipait
for M) Is far from obvious: Economic theoiy provides only weak
guidance about It, and thereIs no consensusamong economists, some
preferringMl, others M2 orsomething broader, or adlvlsla aggregate
Instead, and others a narrow aggregate such as the monetaly base.
There are also other problems. Unless the central bank picks the
monetazy base as the aggregate to be targeted, It does not controlits
aggregate directly, and ft must Instead by to Influence It by manipulat-
ing the Instruments at Its disposal—the short-term Interest rates ft
controls, orthe monetaiybase. Ifthemoneysupplyfunctionlsvelatlle,
or unstable, the central bank may be unable to hit Its target within
any reasonable margIn of error, and the volatIlIty of M will spill
over and make P volatIle as well. The successful Implementation of
monetaiytargetingalso requires thedemand for money—or, in terms
of (1), the velocity of circulation V—to be reasonably stable and
predictable. If ft Is not—and there Is much evidence to doubt it Is—
the price level could stIll turn out to be a long way from its desired
value even If the central bank managed to hit Its monetaay target
reasonably accurately. If the demand for the monetaty aggregate is
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unstable, It becomes difficult for the central bank to tell what values
the Instruments should take In response to changes In othervariables
(e.g., y), and It may miss its monetaly targetsby aconsiderable margin.
Such problems are likely to be partIcularly acute in periods when the
moneysupply process is subjectto rapid technologIcal and regulatoiy
changes that make It veiy difficult for the central bank to gauge the
impact of Its policy actions. To make matters even more dlfflcult~
central bankers have to make their monetaty policy decisions with
little knowledge of how long their decIsions take to work—the lags
involved are variable and often difficult to predict—and with only a
vely Imperfect idea of the state of the economy at the time their
decisions are made. Not only do their decisions take time to become
effective, but their Information Is Imperfect and typically out of date
bythetlmetheygetltlnshort,monetaiytargetinglsaveiylmperfect
way to tiyto hit a price-level target.

A Gold Standard
While most modern economIsts have focused on monetaly targets

to achieve a desired Inflation rate, economists in the past tended to
think in terms of commodity price rules for central banks or other
Issuers of currency to follow. For them the most natural way to
generate the price-level behavior one desired was to — a suitable
commodltystandard—asystem ofrules which Imposed on the Issuer(s)
of currency the obligation to maintaIn a particular exchange rate
between their currency and one or more commodities. If we think
ofthecurrencyIssuer asIssuing $1 bills, a commoditystandardrequires
him to ensure that the $1 bills always exchange for a gIven amount
of a particular commodity or basket of commodities. Because the
issuer would maintain a fixed exchange ratebetween the $1 bills and
a particular quantity (or quantities) of one or more real goods, the
nomInal price ofthat good (or goods) would be fixed. Currency Issued
under those conditions Is often said to be convertible.5

CommodIty standards of one sort or another were the historical
norm and prevailed from veiy early times until relatively recently.
From timeto time, a particulargovernment might make thecurrency

‘Convertible currency is to be distinguished from flat currency, width l~Issued with no
suchguarantees andWhich tradesIn themarket forgoodsandservices atWhateverexchange
rate the market determines. While many modern economists and cenS banks lIke the
freedom that a flat currency gives Its Issuer, economists of older generations tended (In
my opInion rlghtb,) to view flat currencies as harmful because they gave the Issuers ftr too
much license. It Is no accident that theadoption offlat currencies has been associatedwith
so math Inflation.
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Inconvertible—the United States made thedollar Inconvertible when
theQvIl War broke out In 1861. for example, and thepound sterling
became inconvertible during theFrench RevelutionaryWar In 1797—
but those lapses from convertibilitywere always perceived as tempo-
rary and convertibilitywas subsequentlyrestored. Thusthe U.S. dollar
became convertible again In 1879 and the pound In 1821. However,
In the 20th century, commodity standards came wider attack from
economists who believedthat It must be possible to Improve on them,
and from governments and central banks that became Increasingly
Impatient with the constraints they Imposed on their ability to Issue
currency and manipulate Interest rates as they pleased. Commodity
standards gradually became discredited, the discipline they hnposed
on the Issue ofcurrency was undennlned, and the lastvestiges ofthe
commodity standard were finally abandonedwith the collapse ofthe
Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate system In the — 1970s.

The most well-rememberedcommoditystandardIs the International
gold standard that prevailed hxm the late 19th century. The gold
standard was a system of rules that required the Issuer ofcurrency
to maintaIn the exchange rate ofcurrency against gold (I.e., It fixed
the price ofgold). If the demandfor currency rose, Individuals would
go to the banks of Issue and ask for gold (or, perhaps, some other
asset) to be converted Into the currency theydesired to hold, and the
bankswould oblige them. Ifthe demandfor currency fell, theywould
go to banks of Issue and ask for currency to be converted Into gold
or some other real asset, and the banks were obliged to satIsfy their
demands. The supply of currency thus accommodated Itself to the
demand for it, at prevailing prices, andan excess Issue of currency
could have only a very limited effect on prices because It would be
returnedto the banks ofIssue and retired from cIrculation.

The price level under the gold standard was then determIned by
the factors that determIned the relative price of gold agaInst —
and services In general. If tp

1
Is the log ofthe relative price ofgold,

the relative price can be decomposed Into the nominal price p5 and
the general price level P:

(2) rp5p5—P.

UnderthenilesofthegoldstandanLthenomlnalprlceofgoldp Is
fixed, so thepricelevel P moves Inverselywith the relativepriceofg$L
(3) P=p55~conStant—4l~~

Any factors that alter the relative price of gold therefbre alter the
price level In the other dIrection. If there was a shock to the supply
ofgold such as a major gold discovery, for example, therewould now
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be too much gold to clear the gold market at prevaIlIng prices, and
the relative price ofgold would have to fall. SInce the nominal price
ofgold would be fixed by the rules ofthe gold standard, the relative
price ofgold could only fall and clear thegold market if otherprices
adjusted upward. The gold discoverywould thereforelead toa general
rise In prices. Iftherewere some development that led to an Increased
relatIve price of gold—increased economic growth leading to an
Increased demand for gold, perhaps—the gold market could clear
only Ifthe prices ofgoods and services elsewhere fell, and we would
geta general fall In prices. Under the gold standard, the relative price
ofgold can fall if and only if other prices rise, and vice versa.

The gold standard has a number ofattractions relative to the flat
(i.e., inconvertible) monetary systems that replacedIt. One Important
feature that It shares along with all convertIble monetary systems but
not with flatonesIs thatit providesamechanismto ensurean automatic
retiring ofexcess currency fitm circulation. Undera flat system, there
is no procedure to return excess currency to a central bank that Issues
more currency than people are willing to hold at prevailing prices.
Prices then have to rise to restore equIlibrium—and that ofcourse
Is part of the reason why monetary growth under flat systems has
produced so muchInflation. The gold standard also had the attraction
relative to flat systems that It provided the Issuer of currency with
simple (and manageable!) rules to follow. In effectIt merely required
that an Issuer stand ready to buy back or sell Its currency on demand
from the publlc. There was no need for currency-IssuIng banks to
try to esthnate the public’s demand functions for currency or other
monetary aggregates so that they could determine the volume of
currency or deposits they should Issue. All they had to do was honor
their legal commitments and the volumes of currency and depos*
and Indeed, Interest rates, were determined automatIcallyby market
forces.7 The gold standard was thus very slm le to rate.

Neverthelessthe gold standard also had Its . One obvious
drawback was that the price level under the gold standard was only

~ Ignore here any complicatIons resulting from the possibility of Indlrectbv convertible
s~temsinwbiththebtofSuepSp&edonecosnniodltyoranet,bt*we
anothertoSeemtheir currenqwhen quesS toInjthepubil Sheet convertibility
Issue Is an Important one, but we an Ignore It for present puipcses and the reader an
assume für convenience that banks ofIssue acttial~’handle thecommodity or commodity
basketwhose prIce(s) they are fixing. FOrmore on Indhtconveitlbllfty, see Dowd (r9Otiak
Sthnadt andWlilttaker (1093) and wookey andYesger (1991).
‘Central banks such as the Bank of Engjanddid have some Influence on mai*et Interest
rateseven dusg the period of the classical — standard beforeworldwar i, but their
Influence was still limitedby theconstraint ofhaving tomaintain convertibility. Ma iesult~
their freedom of maneuver was Sr mote halted than that of a modem central bank
operatinga flat monetary eystem.
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as stable asthe relative price ofgold. if the relatlveprlce ofgoldfell
by 10 percent, the price level rose by 10 percent, and so on. If the
relative price of gold was unstable, then so too was the price level,
andthehIstorical recordofthegold standardsuggeststhat thIs concern
about price-level InstabIlIty Is not unfounded. The prIce level under
the hIstorIcal gold standard was rarely stable from one year to the
next but price changes were seldom as dramatic as those that have
characterized the major economIes since the collapse of the Bretton
Woods system, and over the longer run there was a tendency for
prIce-level movements to reverse themselves (see, e.g., Bordo 1992).
The U.S. price level In 1914 was not much dIfl~rentfrom what It had
been a century earlier. This price-level record Is better than that of
the flat monetary system that replacedthe — standard, but It Is still
unsatIsf~ctoiyif one’s objective Is a prIce level that Is as stable as
possIble. In any case, even If one were preparedto accept the short-
runprice-level instability that characterizedtheperiodofthehistorical
gold standard, there Isno guarantee ifthe— standardwere restored
that general price movements would continue to cancel out over the
longer term as they dId before. The gold standard may or may not
deliver a more predIctable price level than a continuation of the
present fiatsystem, but It Is stIHthecase that oneofthemaInarguments
agaInst a restoration ofthegold standardIs theprice-level uncertainty
that would arIse because no one can predIctthe future relatIve price
of gold wIth any high degree of confidence.

There Is also another drawback. A gold standard Involves certain
resource costs—the costs of handling, and perhaps mining, the gold
that is used In the operation ofthe — standard. In the historical
gold standard, people used gold coins, and gold coins were a more
costly medIum ofexchange top~ and maintain than pieces of
paper or bank deposIts. It was also usually the case that banks would
keep gold so that they could hand It out over the counter If ftced
wIth demands for redemption (I.e., conversIon) by the public. Those
resource costs gave rise to considerable concern, and their exIstence
led many economists to argue that commodity standards were less
efficient than flat systems because the latter involved no comparable
costs and could (It was claimed) deliver otherwise similar outcomes.8

‘That argument Is questIonable because It Ignores the benefits convertibility can bring Or
Implicitly assumes that those benefits can be obtained at no cost by throwIng away the
con’ øibi’ity guarantee and pretending that the fiat system be mpeotel ~°

otheiwise comparable outcomes. The problem Is that a flat system has aflsndamenta%’
diff ant ~aer—the Issuerof rency facesvery differentconstraints. andcantherefore
be expected to behave In avery dlfibrentmanner.
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There are reasons to believe the claims are exaggerated,°but there
Is no denyIng that the resourcecost argumentwas amajorreason many
economists opposed the gold standard In particular and commodIty
standards more generally.

Commodity-Basket Monetaiy Systems
The drawbacks ofa gold standard led economists to suggest a new

type ofcommodity standardbased on baskets ofcommodities Instead
ofsingle commodItIes only. Concern with the price-level InstabilIty
it created led Alfred Marshall in the 1880s to suggest a symmetalllc
system, one In which the value of the currency was tied, not to a
particular weight of gold, but to a basket consIstIng of particular
weIghtsofgold and silver (see Marshall [1887] 1926). Ifpo Is the (log
of the) nominal price of the basket, and tpb (the log of) Its price
relative to the prices of goods and servIces generally, the currency
Issuer would peg pe In just the same way as It would peg p~under
thegold standard. The (logarithmic) price levelwould thenbe givenby
(4) P=pb—tpb=constant—tpk
The dIstInctIve feature ofsymmetalllsm Is that ~bwould be a weighted
average of the nominal prices ofgold and silver. Thus
(5) pb=agpg+asps,
where a5 and a, are given positive weIghts summing to 1.10 The relatIve
prIce ofthe basket Is then
(6) pagpg+a,p,Pagtpg+a,tpr

‘Where banks we left relatlvebr free under the — standard, as for example in —
19th centwy Scotland, the evidence suggests that they could operate on remarkab4’ low
reserve ratios (see, e.g., Cameron 1967, 81—88). and those low reserve ratios Implied that
resource costs were also very low. In anycase, economists who have pushed the resource
cost aipment against convertible currencies have generally overlooked the point that fiat
systems have very significant costs oftheir own. Inflation and uncertainty lead to serious
mlsallocatlons of resources—markets malfiniction, agents feel obliged to invest resorness
to protect themselves from the consequences ofInflation uncertainty, as Illustrated by the
growth of the financial services Industry In the lObs and 1O~and so on. As Milton
Frledmnn (1986) poInts out, those resource costs arehIgJ4sIgnificant, andmy own amen-
mont oftho costs (Dowd199Th) leads metobelieve that the resousne costs ofaconvertible
monetary system are neglIgIble In comparison.
“Thetext uses ageometricaverage for exposltlonalpurposes, butin theoriginalsynrmetaHlst
scheme, as proposedby Marshall, the ~‘mmetafllstbasketwas to be an arithmeticweighted
sum of commodities, so Its — was an arithmetic rather than a geometric mean of
the prices of the Included commodities. lire choice of arithmetic or geometrIc mean Is
flmdament* oneof convenience—. Marshall also envIsaged that the weIghts a and..
would be fixed, but thosecould in princIple be allowed to vary In accordance with rules
of their own providedthey still sum to one. To anticipate the later discussion, we might
want to allow them to vary if the basket was meant to represent a typical consumer’s
shoppIng basket and that basket scere to change o~time.
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The syminetallic price level Is then

(7) P=constant—La5tpa+a,ql,].

In comparIng (3) to (7), It becomes apparent that the MaUve price
of gold enters the gold-standard price-level equation (I.e., (3)) wIth
a weight of 1, but enters the symmetalllc price-level equation (I.e.,
(7)) with a weight less than 1(i.e., Q. Changes in the relative price
of gold therefore have a smaller Impact on the price level under
symmetallism than under the gold standard. The drawback, however,
Is that symmetallic price level Is now also vulnerable to changes in
the relative price of silver, whereas the gold-standard pricelevel was
not. On the other hand, Ifchanges to the relative prices of gold and
silver are not perfectly correlated, then shocks to those relative prices
will to some extent othet each other. We might then expect, other
things being equal, that a symmetallic system should produce a more
stable price level than a gold (or silver) standard. The Idea behind
s~nnmetallIsmIs thus to maketheprice level more stable byexploitIng
any tendency ofchanges in the relative prices of IndMdual — to
offiet each other.

That basic princIple can be extended further. Ifa system based on
a basket with two metals produces a more stable price level than a
system based on one metal only, we might expect a system based on
a basket ofthree or more metals to produce a more stable price level
still, as shocks to the relative prices of the IndIvidual commodities
included In the basket tend to cancel out even more. Nor Is there
any reasonto restrictthecommodities Included in thebasket to metals.
Nonmetallic commodities might also be Included, allowing a much
larger numberofcommodities to be included than would otherwise
be possible, and in the process allowing one to choose commodities
whose relative prices tended to move against each other and produce
a more stable relative price for the basket.” Ifwe pick a basket with
vi commodities, the price level Is then given by

(8) P = constant —[a,tp, + a3tp2 + ... + a~p~l,

where the subscripts refer to each ofthe included commodities and
theweightsa, again sum to one. Ideally, we can thenproduce a stable
price level by selecting a broad enough basket (I.e., choosing a high
value for vi) and Including the appropriate commodities in It.

“One ofthe problems with apureb’ metallicbeAd Is that theshocks to the relative prIces
of the indiviJusl metals wIll tend to be hIgh~vcorrelated, so the relative price ofa metallic
basket wIll be less stable than therelative price of manyabasket that Included nonmetallic
commoditIes, even Ifoath basket hadthe same number ofIncluded commodities.
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There Is consequently a good argumentthat basket-basedcommod-
ity monetary systems will produce a more stable price level than
monetary systems based on single commodities. There Is however the
problem that It appears to be very difficult to identif5’ a suitable basket
in practice. One possibility Is Robert HaThs (1982) ANCAP basket—
a basket of specified amounts of ammonlum nitrate, copper, alumi-
num, and pl>wood—and Hall presented evidence to suggest that the
purchasing power (i.e., relative price) ofthIs basket In the United
States had been stable over the period from 1950 to 1980. Yet It Is
doubtful that the ANCAP basket continued to have a stable relative
priceafter 1980, and there Is In any case no particular reason to have
expectedIt to. Alternatives to the ANCAPhave also proved remarkably
difficult to find. Karl Brunner (1984), Alan Garner (1985), and James
Boughton and William Branson (1989) all searched for but failed to
find an equilibrium relationship between commodity price baskets
and the U.S. price level, and my own attempts In 1990 to find a
relationship betweentheprices of11 InternatIonallytradedcommodI-
tiesand the (Australian) price level turned out to be a dismal failure.
If a suitable basket really exIsts, no one can yet claim to have found
It, and thecommodity-basket schemeobviously cannot be operational
without a tangible basket to work with.

There Is also another serious problem: Commodity-basket systems
Involve higher resource costs, possibly much hIgher ones. It Is one
thing to keep gold coins on hand and pass them over the counter
whenfaced wIthdemands toredeem currency, but It Is quite another
to keep a basket of goods, particularly a broad one, and hand that
over Instead. The greater thenumberofcommodities included in the
basket, the greater we would normallyexpect the handling, storage,
and other costs Involved to be, and the more expensive the monetary
system would be to operate. The problem Is that each commodity
has as it were its own storage and handling needs, and those needs
impose certain costs that must be borne if the commodity Is to be
Included in the basket. If a precious metal were included, we would
normally need a strongroom ofsome sort; If a frozen commoditywere
Included, we would need refrigeration facilities; and so on. In some
cases, one could perhaps add a newcommodity that could be handled
with minimal additional costs—if one had the facilities to store gold,
one might perhaps be able to add sIlver at no significant extra cost—
but if they existed at all, such cases would be the exception rather
than the rule. As we broadened our basket and included more com-
modities In it, we should therefore expect that the costs ofhandling
a basketof a given nominal value will generally Increase. In any case,
as the basket gets broader, one wIll at some poInt have to deal with
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commodities that depreciate over tIme (e.g., perishable goods), orare
otherwise relatively costly to store (e.g., because they are bulky), or
do not come In easily recognIzable or manageable lumps. To some
extent perhaps, we could ameliorate the problems caused by having
IndivIsible goods in thebasket by dealing only Inhigh-value baskets—
having rules that requIre the Issuers of currency to redeem theIr
currency In units of $1,000, say, to prevent them from being forced
to hand over a little basket ofgoods when someone comes in with a
*1 blll—but dealing only in high-value baskets does not fully solve
the indivIsibility Issue and does nothing about some of the other
problems (e.g., perishability).

There Is, moreover, a deeper aspect to thIs general problem. The
physical characteristics ofsome commodIties mean that the resource
costs of IncludIng them In the basket are very high (e.g., for highly
perishable commodities). Pursuing this line ofthought further, many
commodities Involve resource costs so high that those costs are effec-
tively unlimited. Thereare commodities whose physicalcharacteristics
mean that It Is Impossible (or almost Impossible) to Include them In
a basket (e.g., nuclear power stations), but the same also applies to
many services. It Is possible, maybe, to have a basket that Included
hair-styling of a particularkind, but It would not be easy for a central
bank that operated a commodity monetary system based on such a
basket to physically deliver the particular services Involved. It might
keep a haIr salon on the premises, perhaps, and employ stylists to
stand ready to deliver theservice Included In the basket, but the same
logic that says it should keep a haIr salon also suggests that It should
keep a bakery, a bar, a public recreation center, and who knows what
else. Itdoes not take muchImaginationto see how high those resource
costs might be, and one cannot reasonably to expect the central bank
to be able to deliver commodities or serviceslike these. We therefore
have little choice In practice but to exclude a large number of—
and services from our basket if we wish to~p our resource costs
down to tolerable levels.

The Conflict Between Price-Level Stability and Low
Resource Costs

It might help to summarIze where we stand. Ifwe want price-level
stabIlity from a commodity monetary system, we have good reason to
prefer a system based on a basket of some sort, If a suitable one can
be found. We also have reason to believe that, other thIngs beIng
equal, a system based on a broader basket would deliver a more stable
price level than a system based on a narrower one. Ifwe ignore any
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resource-cost Issues for the moment, the best basket—the one that
delivers the most stable price level—Isdearly thesame basket as the
basket whose price is represented by the price Index we wish to
stabilize. Ifwe wish tostabilIze a particular prIce Index and this Index
is Itself a weighted average consIstIng of a1 tImes the price of good
1.plusagtlmestheprlceofgoodZandsoon,wecanthlnkofthe
price index as representing the price ofa basket consisting of—
1, good 2, and so on, all In particular quantities Implied by the way
the Index Is constructed. Ifwe wish to stabilize the consumer price
Index (CPI), for example, we would select the CPI basket, the basket
whose price the CPI represents. The relative price of the basket
against — and services In general, as proxled by the price Index
itself; Is consequently 1 (I.e., constant). The price level Is

(9) P=po—constant

and Is as stable as the nominal price of the basket Itself. The price
level can then be stabilized bypegging thenominal priceoftheanchor.

The problem, ofcourse, Is that we have left out the resource costs.
Resource coststendto rise as the basket getsbroader, and theresource
costs of a CPI basket are effectively unlimited. A broader basket
means a more stable relative price, and hence a more stable price
level, but It also means higher resource costs, all on an other-things-
being-equal basis. We thus face a dilemma—we can choose a broad
basketwith — price-level stabilitypropertiesandvery high resource
costs, or a narrow basket with tolerable resource costs that delivers
a poor degree ofprice level stabillty~From the point of view ofCPI
stabIlity, our presumed objectIve, our Ideal basket, the CPI basket,
Involves resourcecosts so hIgh that it must be dIsmissed asunfeasible.
To add to our difficulties, Ifwe rule out the CPI basket on resource-
cost grounds, It Is not clear what other basket we can turn to. No one
hasyet Identified a suitable flesh-and-blood basket that mIght Involve
tolerable resource costs. We appear to have gone up a blind alley.

A Commodity Futures Basket?
A possible way out Is to think In terms of fixture commodities (I.e.,

commodity fixtures) rather thanpresent (i.e., spot) ones. A commodity
In the future Is In many ways very similar to a commodity now—the
dIfference is that one hasnot yet takendelIveryofit, so thedifference
between a fixtures contract and a spot one is that the formercalls for
fixture delivery (or its equIvalent) and the latter calls for delivery
now—but for our purposes what matters Is that their prIces will still
move verycloselywIth thepriceofthecorresponding spot commodity,
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if the price of spot commodities rises, we would expect that prices
of the same commodIty to be delivered at some time In the future
would normally rIse as well. The nearer the delivery date, the closer
we would expect the correspondence between the two prices to be.
Ifone rises, arbItrage will normally ensurethat the other rises as well.

Because these contracts are only promises to deliver, the owner of
such a contract does not actually have to handle the commodity
concerned, at leastuntil the maturitydate arrives, and sometImesnot
even then.ttThe tradingofthecontractstherefore Involves noresource
costs to speak of; and the costs are negligible regardless ofthe costs
of handling the correspondIng spot commodities. Agents can hold
whatever forward or futures contracts theywant and still bear negligi-
ble resource costs provided that they do not find themselves forced
to take delivery of the commodities concerned when the contracts
mature. If the prices of forward or futures contracts move closely
with the prices ofthe corresponding spot contracts, and if handling
those contracts Involves negligible resource costs, there Is a simple
solution to ourearlier dilemma: we simply replace thespot — and
services In our basket wIth their futures equivalents.’5

A fixtures contract Is an agreementthat A should deliver aparticular
amount of some commodity to B, or make an equivalent payment to
hIm, at a specIfic future time T. In a simple fixtures contract, theprice
Is agreed now, and some proportion of the price Is paid now, and
the rest — on maturity (I.e., at 7’). This proportion Is the margin
requirement. ThIs margin requIrement turns out to be Important to
ensure that the money supply Is approprIately corrected, and It is
easiest Ifwesimply assume that themargin requirementIs 100 percent.
B therefore pays all the price now, when the contract is made.’4 if
the contract calls for physical delivery of the commodity, A delivers
the commodity at 7’, but If the contract called for cash settlement, A
Instead pays him whatever Is needed to buy the specified amount of
the commodity concerned on the prevailing spot market SInce A
commits to the fixture physical delivery or equivalent cash payment,
A is said to sell the fixtures contract to B, and the payment B makes
to A In return Is the price ofthe contract.

“Because resotute costs as I have defined them oub, arise when one actually has the
physical good, onecan still avoid them when the contract matures if thecontract calls for
settlement In cash ofequivalent value~1The Idea ofusing foturesprices to help deal with Inflation Is not new, but ft Is onlyvety
recently that schemes have been suggested to use them to stabilize the — leveL For
more on this type of scheme, see Sumner (1989) and Dewd (x994a).
Uj thankBill Woolsey for wry helpful correspondence on this point.
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To see how the price of a typical contract is determIned, suppose
that both agents have the same expectation of the spot price ofthe
commodIty atT. Suppose also that both agents have the same attitude
toward risk—if one likes, one can think ofboth agents as being risk-
neutral—and there is no significant defuult risk on the contract. If
the priceof the contract Is too hIgh, In a sense to be explained shortly,
a typical agent will prefer to sell the commodity now In the futures
market than later on In the spot market. Re will judge that he will
be better off selling now and Investing the proceeds at the going
Interest rate than he would be waIting until T arrives and selling then.
There will then be an excess supply of fixtures contracts relative to
(expected) spot ones,and thepriceoffixtures contracts wifi fall relative
to the (expected) future spot price. if the fixtures price was less than
the expected spot price, the same agents would expect to be better
offwaitIng until T arrives and then selling than theywould be selling
now on the fixtures market and Investing the proceeds until T. There
will now be an excess demand for futures contracts relatIve to
(expected) fixture spot ones, and the price of fixtures contracts will
rise relative to the expected fixture spot price. The price of futures
contracts would therefore keep changing until It was — to the
discounted expected spot price of the commodity concerned, if F is
the (log) price of the fixtures contract and S the (log) spot price,
arbItrage would ensure that

(10) F =ff.) + ES,

where it) Is a stable functIon that makes allowance for the Interest
cost due to some of the payment taldng place when the contract is
made,’5 and E Is an expectations operator IndIcatIng that (10) relates
F to the expectation of S. if the term to maturity of the contract Is
short, thenft) should be close to zero and

(11) F —ES.
The stoxy has to be modified slightly if agents on either side ofthe
market differ In theIr attitudes toward risk, but (11) holds even In
this case, and the key point Is that the price of the futures contract
is still closely tied to the expected spot price ofthe commodity on
the maturity date. One price cannot move fur without dragging the
other wIth It.

“Ignoring risk and related ~ctors, if r Is the rate ofInterest over the term of the contract
and 0 Is the margin requirement; then ft) lnIO4l+r)j. Ifthe term to maturity Is short,
thenrshouldbesinaH,and R)—lntltfcllows,then,thatwhllejt)does&pendon
r, wo can normally Ignore that dependence if r Is small (as It would be, In particular, if
the contract has a short term to maturity).
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The basic Idea behInd theproposal is thatweshould aim to stabIlIze
the price level by exploIting the fact that fixtures prices move vexy
closely with expected spot prices, and therefore wIth a post spot
prices as well, but handling futures contracts does not Involve the
resource costs Incurred In the handling of many spot commodities
and sexvlces. One way to Implement the Idea would be to deal In
fixtures contracts for all the commodIties whose prices appear In the
price Index we wish to stabilize, but doing so would still Involve
considerable transactions costs—we would have to dealwith a large
number ofdifferent contracts—and there is the additIonal problem
that futures contracts for most ofthose goods and services do not
currently exIst anyway. Wewould therefore have to set up theappro-
prIatemarkets so that we could dealwith the contracts tradedIn them,
and then Incur all the transactions costs Involved In handling them.

There Is, however, a much easier alternative. Instead of trading In
a large number of futures contracts for Individual commodities, we
could trade In a sIngle price-Index fiutuns contract. A price-Index
futures contract is a contract to make a payment contingent on the
realized value ofthe appropriate price Index at thetime stated in the
contract, If the earlIer futures contracts were contracts to deliver
particular indIvidual commodities or make equivalent cash payments,
we can think ofa price-Index fixtures contract as a contract to deliver
the monetaxy equivalent of the bundle of— and services whose
price the price Index represents. if the price Index is the CPI, the
central bank would therefore trade In CPI futures contracts. The
proposal is then vexy straightfoxwar& the centS batik should be
committed to pegging the — of Cflfrtuns contracts of a —
nSicdy shod maturity. Since sw* — and frures — an
dosely linked, pegging the— ofCFIfutures would tend to stabilize
the spot — of the CPI. In notation used In the previous two equa-
tions, the spot price S is now the CPI (I.e., F), and the fixtures price
F Is now fixed. The expectedprice Index is therefore
(12) 5 = EP — constant.
The actual prIce IndexFis then given by the expectation ofF and a
random error E that picks up the unanticipated movement In F that
was not foreseen when the futures contract was made:
(13) F”constant+..
The actual price level is approxImately constant,give or takea random
error a. If agents are rational, the price-forecast error should be
unpredictable, so should have a mean of zero. The variance ofthe
price level (i.e., var F ) would then be
(14) varF’vare,
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that is, the variance of the price level would be approxImately equal
to thevariance ofthe price-level forecast error.

There are two points to note about the behavior ofthe price level
under the proposed rule. FIrst, the price level should have a constant
mean, as given by (13). There should be no trend rate of change in
the price level over time, and the mean rate of Inflation should be
roughly zero. Second, thevarianceoftheprice level would be approxi-
mately equal to thevariance ofprice-level forecast errors. We cannot
predIct this variance exactly, but one can form some idea ofwhat It
might be from price-level forecast errors from the recent past. To
give an Illustration, Dennis Jansen (1989, Table 4) presents results
for the United States for the period 1959:1 to 1988:11 that IndIcate
that price-level forecast errors had a varianceofabout 1.40 times 10~
(I.e., 0.000014), or a standard deviation ofabout 0.37 percent Ifwe
assume that the price level would be just as predictable under the
new rule as It has been in the recent past, then (13) suggests that the
price level Itselfwould have astandard deviation In the region0.35-0.4
percent. However, the absence ofmonetaxy policy shocks under the
newrule should actually make theprice level more predictable under
thenewregime, so thestandarddeviation should be somewhatsmaller
than that range suggests. In short, adoptIng the proposed rule should
lead to a price level that has an approxImately constant mean and a
standard deviation (to be conservative) ofunder 0.4 percent)’

How the Scheme Would Operate In Practice
To see how thescheme would actuallywork In more detail, suppose

that agents for some reason expected the fixture value ofthe price
Index to rise. If the expected future value of the CPI was tco high
relative to the (given) value ofthe (21 futures contract, arbitragers
would wish to buy futures contracts now and make provision to sell
the commodities spot when the maturity date arrIved. The central
bank would have to create the addItional fixtures contracts the private
agents demanded and sell the contracts to them at the price the
central bank was maIntainIng. Because the purchasers would have to

“Apart from trying to tlØiten up the appro~dmaftonerror In (12) andget a more precise
estimate of the varhince of the prIce-level forecast error, It Is not clear how mudi more
000 can do to puxllc.t the htluwlor of theprice level under the proposed rule. The —
level forecast shocks a air by their nature mipredictable, and It Is not clear (at least tome)
how one couldconfidently simulate them. OnepossIbilIty, perhaps, would he to use CI’!
futures data from the U.S. CPI futures market that operated betwoen 1985 and (In efl~ct)
1988, but the market was an thin and data set an short that one must wonder what such
an exercise would really tell us. For mome on the U.S. CPI figures contract~see the text
below and Honlgan (1987).
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bandovermoneyat the time they agreedon thecontracts—remember
the margin requlrement’t—the central bank would be buying back
base moneyIn theprocess and retlxing It from circulation. The money
supply would fall, and the falling money supply would help reduce
the expected value of the future CPI toward its equilibrium value.
This equilibrating process on the part of arbItragers would also be
reInforced by the behavior ofprimaxy suppliers and purchasers. If
the future expected spot price was too high relative to the currently
prevailing futures price, a typical supplier of— would expect to
make higher profits from selling the good in the future, and so would
make plans to Increase the supply to be brought to the market. The
supplier also mIght hold back supplies he was planning to sell In the
currentperiod to sell them later instead.Similarly, thosewho purchase
goods will anticIpate higher future pricesand demandmorenow with
a view to demanding less in the future. Both dexnanders and suppliers
wifi therefore respond in ways that Increaseexcess supply Inthe future
and thus help to bring down expected future prices, and they will
continue to alter their plans until expected future prices have been
brought down to levels compatible with the pegged price of the CPI
futures contract)’

The commitment ofthecentral bank to pegthe priceofCPI futures
contracts also would ensure that the new contract found the market
It neededto makethecentral bank’s rule deliver the desired outcome.
As briefly mentioned in note 16, a CPI futures contract was traded
between 1985 and 1988, but tradingwas so thin that the contract was
eventually withdrawn by the exchange that sponsored It, the Coffee,
Cocoa, and SugarExchange In New Yodc The masons for the failure
of (21 futures to catch on are not entirely clear. BrIan Horrigan
(1987) suggests that prices might have been relatively predictable
over that period, and so therewould have been little Incentive to take
out the protection that the contract offered. He also suggested that

“ThemargIn requirement Is cruciaL Ifthere Is no margin requirement, no base money Is
retIred at the time the contract Is made, andthe equilIbrating mechanism described hr the
text does not come Into play~Significant margin requirementsare necessary to ensure that
basemoney Is retired or Increased at the time that contracts aremade. Again, f thank Bill
Woolsey for hIs correspondence on this —.tmOne objection made to this scheme Is that if prices are stldw. It might take tIme for the— Index to atgust~anddelayu In the response ofthe CI’! might produce destabilizIng
swInga In the money supply and, perhape, reel output. However, theequilIbratIng process
captured by (10) and (11) requIres that It he expected prices that a4ist~rather than spot
ones, and there Is no reason to expect expected prices to be as — as spot prices might
be. Provided the term to maturity Is not too short manyofthe components ofthe expected
CI’! wIll at~ustevenIf theircounterparts arestlcI~’.anddestabilizing movements In money
supply and associatedeffects should by andlarge be avoided.
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the li~llureof the Cl’! futures contract mIght have had something to
do siith the absence of an underlying asset, an absence that would
have discouragedsome traders and therefore kept the market thinner
than It nrlgjtt otherwise have been.

I believe the contract preposed here would find themarket Itneeds
despite theearlier failure, because ofthe centralbank’s obligation to
peg the price of the new contracts. (The centralbank of course had
no such obligation with the previous CPI futures contracts.) The
argument Is as follows: Suppose the central bank adopted the new
policy and there were no taken for the contracts it was offering to
buy and set The equilibrium condItion (10) then tells us that the
money supply, Interest rates, and so on, must be mughlycompatible
with the desired outcome (I.e., stable prices). We would therefore
have nothing to worxy about, If the money supply and so on were to
deviate firnn the levels compatible with the equilibrium conditions,
on the other hand, then those conditions would no longer hold, and
Itwould be worthwhile for someprivate agents to buy or sell contracts
at the fixed prices the central bank was offering. The market would
then come alive, and it would remain alive for as long as It needed
to in order to bring about the changes to base money and so on
required to restore equilibrium. In short, the equilibrium condition
(10) and the fixed price offered by the central bank would ensure
that private agents had the Incentive to make the trades necessaxy to
produce the desired outcome.

Thecommitmentofthe central bank to peg thepriceofCPI futures
contracts also prevents it from Increasing the supply of base money
beyond the level compatible with the pegged price of those futures
contracts, In much the same way that the commitment to maintain
the price of gold prevented banks of Issue under the gold standard
from Issuing excess currency. Like banks of Issue under the gold
standard, the central bank would effectively commit Itself to supply
base money on demand. Ifthe public want more base money, they
would come to the central bank to sell It futures contracts, and the
central bank would buy the contracts from them and gIve them the
additional base money they want. Ifthe public want less base money.
theywould come to the central bank wantingto exchange base money
for futures contracts, and the central bank would oblige them. The
central bank’soperating rule would be to maintain thepriceoffutures
contracts, and It would create or retire base money on demand to
ensure that the price of those contracts remained at the level It was
supposed to. The commitment to peg the price offutures contracts
prevents the central bank from Issuing too much base money. Like
the gold standard rule, the CPI futures rule would be a vexy simple
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one to operate, and the central bank would no longer have to wony
about themost appropriate definition ofthe moneysupply orwhether
money demand had shifted.

The rule proposed here could also deal easily and automatically
with shocks or other exogenous changes In the economy. Suppose,
for example, that there was another oil pricehike, as In 1974 or 1919.
If non-oil prices remained the same or rose, and that state of aflidrs
was expected to continue, then the expected valueofthe future CPI
would rise and the equilibrating forces dIscussed earlier would come
Into play. Agents would demand additional contracts from the central
bank expected future excess supply would rise, and the expected
future value ofthe CPI would fall to a level consistent with the price
oftheCPI futures contract as pegged by the centralbank. Ifoil prices
have risen, however, the value ofthe CPI can only fall back — If
otherprices 11*11, sonon-oil priceswould on average have fallen. What
happens Is that relative prices adjust to the oil price shock, but they
a~ustIn such a way that the average price levelas measured by the
Cl’! Is restored pretty much to Its Initial level.”

The monetaxy system responds In thesameway to secularorcyclical
changes in the demand for real balances. Should the demand for real
balances rise because of economic growth, for Stance, we would
expect there tobe a higher demand for base money as well. Agents
who wanted additional base money from the central bank could then
create Cl’! futures contracts to sell for the centralbank in exchange
for base money, and the moneysupply would rise to a level consistent
with the new demandfor real balances atprevailing prices. IfIncome
fell and the demand for real balances fellwith It, on the other hand,
there would be an excess supply ofbase money at prevailing prices.
agents would retire the excess base money In return for futures con-
tracts, and money supply would fall until It was consistent with the

“Some economisin would question whether It is desirable that theCl’! should return to
its previous value—for erample~one often hears the argument that shocks such as oil
shocks should be accommodated. This type of argument Is usually based on asseitlons that
certain prices or wages are sticky downwards, and that this stickiness Is sufficiently serious
that monetary policy should accommodate It. I do not find these assertions convincing.
Accommodating monetary policy merely allows the — level to rise, and It Is doubtful
that countries that prusued acconunodaung polides In the face of the first oil — shock
In 1974. such as the United Kingdom and the United States, fared better than countries
thatmademoreofanttoásoththeshoolcsuchasjapaalahoflndftoddthatthe
depression of the‘~aIn which prices In the United States fell by arounda third, should
have led so many economIsts to believe that prices are sticky downward. In aiq case1 I
would argue that either we want price-level stability orwe do not. Ifwe do want It~and
certahi prices rise, then other prices must necessarily fall, and we can do nothing about
It. Ifwe want other prices to rise as waN, orwewant to resist their falling. we no longer
want— stability.
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lower demand to hold money balances. Whether the demand for
money rIses or fills, or whether those changes are secular ones or
cyclical ones, the supply of money would respond In much the same
automatic way to meet the new level of demand at much the same
level ofprices as that which prevailed beforeP

Another Important point to note Is that the rule proposed bere Is
not open to successful speculative attack provIded that the central
bank commIts Itself effectively to It. Price-fixing rules can only be
open to successful speculatIve attack if private agents expect the
pegged price—b this case, the price ofthe futures contract on the
days when the central bank Intervenes In the futures market—to
change. If the central bank’s commitment were credible, rational
private agents would not expect this price to change, andthere would
be no poInt speculatingagainst the central banks price-pegging rule.
It would only be worthwhile speculating against It if there were a
significant probability the central bank would abandon it—whIch
would not be the case if the commitment were credible, as It should
be—or if the rule called for periodic changes Inthe pegged price, as
in a crawling-peg exchange rate system—which the rule does not.
There Is thus evety reason to believe that the rule proposed here
would be safe against speculative attack

There remain only theoperational details ofhowthe schemewould
actually be implemented.2’ The central bank would not be required
to Intervene each day to peg the price of futures contracts, as It
intervened each day under the gold standard to peg the price ofgokL
If the CPI is announced once a month, It would suffice forthecentral
bank to Intervene In the futures market one day a month to peg the
prices of contracts of the chosen maturity.” Arbitrage forces could
then be relied on to ensure that the prices of futures contracts on
other days were roughly consistent with theprices ofthose contracts
on thecentral bank’s Intervention days. Creating themarket for these
CPI futures would be vexy simple: MI the central bank would need
to do is decide on theprice atwhlchIt Intendedto buy andsellthose

SOne may ask whyprices remain much thesame. Thefutures — nile ensures that the
expected price level is (approximately) constant. By (12). the actual price level remains
much the same, give or take the error term e.lf a change In money demand or relative
prices has any effect on the price level, that effect must be arelatively minor cure.
~For more on these details, see also Dowd (1994.),
~Thecentral bank neednot Intervene the same dayas the CPI Is announced, but It should
Intervene the same day each month. The difference between the firhues and—
future spot prices Involves an Interest component~andif the central bank Intervenes on
differentdays In differentmonths, the Interest componentvaries and moves theexpected
spot price around unnecessarily.
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contracts, and It would then leave It to private agents to come and
trade with it. If therewas not enough money in circulation to produce
a price level consistentwith thepegged futures contract price, private
agents would find It worthwhile to come and obtain additional base
money from It by selling It futures contracts, the moneysupply would
rise, and so on. If there was too much money In circulation, private
agents wouldpresent It for redemption bydemanding futures contracts
from the central bank and so on. The central bank would have only
to choose the days when It wanted to Intervene to peg the futures
contract prices, and the price at which It wanted to peg them. The
latter, Inprinciple, Is arbitrary, but ifthe centralbank were concerned
about price stability, as It surely should be, Itwould presumably pick
a value consistent with the value of the price level at the time the
newsystemwas introduced. The price levelwouldin effectbe tethered
to a value dose to Its prevIous prevailing level, and there should no
significant transitIonal Jump In prices as the new regime was
Introduced.

Conclusion
Centralbankers haveoftenclaimedthattheywouldlike to eliminate

Inflation, but lack a technically efficient means ofdoing so. Monetary
targetingIsvery ImperfectfOr all sortsofreasons. Traditional commod-
ity standards such as the gold standard are much easier to operate,
but the price level still fluctuates with changes in the relative price
ofgold. Economists have long suggested that a way round the latter
problem would be to peg the price ofa basket ofcommodities rather
than the price ofa single individual commodity, and the broader the
basket the more stable the price level would be. However, broad
baskets also Involve high resource costs ofone kind or another, and
the basket we would really like to stabilize—the basket of— and
services behind the CPI—Involves such massive resource costs that
we have no alternative but to dIsmIss It as unfeasible.

There Is however a very simple solution. Instead of stabIlIzing the
spot price ofthe CL’!, the central bank should stabilize the price of
CPI futures. The beauty of futures contracts Is that their prices are
closelylinked to theprices ofthecorresponding spot commodities,but
handling futures contracts involves no resource costs worth spealdng
of even if the resource costs of handling the corresponding spot
commodities or services are high. A central bank can handle such
contracts even when resourcecosts prevent It from handling the spot
commodities or services underlying them.
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